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CHAPTER.4    

 

  

 

FABRICATION AND DIELECTRIC, VIBRATION, STRUCTURAL

ANALYSIS ON PMN (1-X)-PT(X)

4.1 Motivation

The main  objective was  to  fabricate  a  crystal  (piezoelectric  material)  of  certain

composition, which can withstand to vibrations beyond the present range. It is limited to. 

Once  the  fabrication  of  the  crystal  was  completed,  Structural  Vibration  and  dielectric

analysis have been done on the respective experimental setups. The results were assessed 

and  compared  to  those,  which  exist  theoretically,  and practically.  The  increase  of  "Ti"

composition  led  to  the  structural  changes  in  the  crystal  thereby  not  being  limited  to  its 

particular range. 

4.2 Sensing Elements 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The  Lead  Magnesium  Niobate  [PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN)]  and  Lead  Zinc  Niobate

[PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3 (PZN)]  are  standard  Ferroelectric  relaxers. These  are  known  for  its 

robust  rate  of  recurrence,  reliant  and  diffuse  maximum  dielectric permittivity,  without

any impulsive macroscopic polarization.Kim [30]

  The  relaxer  Ferroelectric  properties  are  endorsed  towards  morphous/amorphous 

nanostructures  results  in  creation  of  polar  nano  regions.  The  solutions  amid  the  relaxer

PMN or PZN and Ferroelectric lead titanate [PbTiO3 (PT)], i.e. Lead Magnesium Niobate 

and  Lead  Titanate  [(1-x)PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3–xPbTiO3 or  (1-x)PMN–xPT]  and  Lead

ZerconiumNiobate  Lead  Titanate  [(1-x)PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3–xPbTiO3 or  (1-x)PZN–xPT), 

have engrossed  great  consideration  of essential  and  application  view. The  enormous

variety  of  mechanical  behavior  and  brilliant  electromechanical  properties  are  displayed.

The reliability of crystal structure is generally based on the composition because of which 

they  go  through  diverse  types of  phase  changeovers.  By  increasing  the  Titanate

percentage  in  the  ferroelectric-para-electric  phase  conversion  changes  steadily  from 

relaxer to regular ferroelectric type thereby adjusts at higher temperatures. The maximum

values are accounted in electromechanical coupling factor k33 96%, piezoelectric constant
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d33 2955 pCN and piezoelectric strain 42.6% . Thus, these smart materials can transform 

many devices in the health sector, telecommunications and in ultra-modern industries. 

The piezoelectric characteristics reach highest point at Morphotropic Phase Boundary 

(MPB), here crystal structure of this solid solution transforms rhombohedra to tetragonal 

during monoclinic, in the range of 0.31pxp0.38 and 0.06pxp0.12 for (1-x)PMN–x PT and 

(1-x)PZN -xPT, correspondingly. 

At present, the researchers concentrate the attention in engineering solitary 

ceramics in various compositions in and around MPB.This is the accessible absolute 

material data 0.67 Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3- 0.33 PbTiO, O.70 Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3- 0.30 

PbTiO, 0.955 Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3- 0.045 PbTiO3, and 0.92 Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3- 0.08 

PbTiO3 single ceramics have been reported.  

 

4.2.1 PMN-PT Crystal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

          

        

            

              

           

This is the recently invent piezoelectric material - lead magnesium Niobate-Lead

Titanate (PMN-PT) crystal. The formula of PMN-PT is (1-x)[Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]- 

x[PbTiO3]. The PMN-PT is aimed to display high piezoelectric coefficient, immense

electric-mechanical coupling coefficient, great dielectric constants and low dielectric 

losses. Since the PMN-PT piezoelectric coefficients are superior to PZT ceramics, this

improves  the  application  source  level, their  band-width  and  sensitivity. In Figure 4.1,

 58%PMN-42% PT crystal, were the PT content is in the periphery of MPB, and it poses

 a tetragonal phase. Tetragonal symmetry consists of 11 free electro elastic constants,

 6 elastic constants, 3 piezoelectric constants, and 2 dielectric constants.

11Dielectric constants 𝑒𝑇  and 𝑒 33
𝑇  are calculated for low rate of recurrence capacitance by 

means of the parallel capacitor estimation. The elastic compliance 𝑠 11
𝐸  and 

electromechanical coefficient k31 are calculated from the frequencies of the length-

extensional mode’s resonance & anti-resonance. Similarly, 𝑠 33
𝐷  and k33 are determined 

from longitudinal extensional mode and 𝑐33
𝐷  , and k

t 
calculated from the thickness-

.   11extensional  mode Roundy.Ref.[26] An  additional 5 elastic  constants 𝑐𝐸 , 𝑐12
𝐸 , 𝑐44

𝐸 , 𝑐66
𝐸 , 

and 𝑐44
𝐷   existed  resolute  from  velocities  of  ultrasonic  waves  transmitting  along
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suitable pure mode orientations. Using this measurement scheme, the only samples

needed are those with the orientations of [001]/[010]/[001] and [001/[110]/[110] shown 

in Fig 4.2. As a result, smaller number of samples are required while using the combined

measurement technique. By using the Christoffel wave equations, the relationship amid 

the phase velocity and associated material constants are attained and by using pulse-echo

technique the velocities are calculated. The piezoelectric equations and the conversion 

formula are used to obtain the constants of other materials.  KO. [31] 

 

Fig 4.1  Different Phases Based on X% 

 

Fig 4.2 The six types of test samples and the whole set of material properties. 
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  4.2.2 Operating Voltageof Piezoelectric Materials

  The  two  categories  of  Piezoelectric  actuators  that  have  proven  are  Monolithic 

sintered low-voltage actuators (PZT) these have ceramic layers with a thickness of 20 to

100μm,   and  work  with  100V  potential  difference.  Classical  high-voltage  actuators

(HVPZT), have ceramic layers with a thickness of  0.5 to 1 mm and work with 1000 V

potential difference. The High-voltage actuators have greater cross-sections to monolithic 

actuators, which makes them suitable for higher loads. Roundy [27].  

4.3 Problem definition 

As seen from the above chapter’s piezoelectric materials have wide applications 

and even can be used in our day to day life. But as such every technological invention has 

a flip side; even our crystal (piezoelectric) has a disadvantage or limitation to be precise.  

As we know the piezoelectric materials convert the mechanical vibrations into 

electricity, the piezoelectric material fails if the vibrations exceed a certain limit. In 

general, piezoelectric crystals are very sensitive and respond to even the slightest 

vibrations. When these vibrations are beyond a certain frequency our piezoelectric 

crystals will break or fails. 

4.3.1 Failures 

 

 

 

                

             

               

             

 

               

               

  So we know that the piezoelectric crystals are limited to only certain levels of 

vibrations and amplitude of those vibrations. The reason for this failure or limitation is

because of the brittleness of our piezoelectric material. Since it is brittle in nature, its 

displacement is limited to a very small range. Whenever the crystal is subjected to

vibrations beyond the threshold limit, the crystal fails, i.e. the crystal or the piezoelectric

material will break. So before using the crystal or the piezoelectric material it's have to 

know the operating conditions of the crystal. Hagood [28] & Ottman [32]

At times the piezoelectric crystal fails even within the limits of the frequency, the

reason being faulty bonding or leakages within the crystal. The reason for this may be 

due to the improper fabrication of the crystal or unequal cooling in the furnace. 
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4.3.2 Crystal Structure 

 

 

 

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

   

     

              

           

  

            

       

            

            

            

  

  

   

  

            

              

           

  The crystal structure corresponds to the atoms arrangement within the crystal. A 

crystal is a solid where the atoms form a periodic arrangement (Quasi crystals are an

exception), not all solids are crystals. The solid crystal have periodic arrangement

(except Quasi crystals), and every solid is not a crystal. The periodic arrangement is not

found in poly-crystal, as periodic outline are wrecked at periphery. The macroscopic 

inorganic solids have polycrystalline structure, includes most of

the metals, ceramics, rocks. The amorphous solids are not crystalline & polycrystalline 

for Ex. Glass. The amorphous solids, are also called glassy, vitreous, or non-crystalline,

these have no periodic order, even microscopically. The amorphous solids doesn’t have 

periodic order, they are glassy & non-crystalline. The basic distinctive mark of crystalline

and amorphous solids is in the method of formation,  a crystal releases the latent heat, but 

the glass doesn’t.

The crystal structures are distinguish by the unit cells, here the atoms are arranged

in a definite arrangement. A unit cell of crystal is arranged in a three-dimensional space. 

The crystal’s symmetry is controlled by unit cells perfect arrangement without any gaps

around. In the crystallographic space groups are have 219 probable crystal symmetries. 

There are 7 crystal systems collected in this, the cubic crystal system form cubes or

rectangular boxes, Ex. halite and hexagonal crystal system form hexagons, Ex.ordinary 

water ice. JFE [34] 

4.3.3 Solution 

 

      The solution to minimize the losses and failures discussed above. Thoughwe  cannot 

completely  eliminate  the  problem,  but  certainly  can  limit  to  a  certain  range.    These 

vibrations  can  surely  be  minimized,  by  increasing  the  frequency  or  amplitude under 

which  our  piezoelectric  material  or  crystal  can  be  operated.  For  this  purpose, it's need 

to increase the structural attributes of the piezoelectric material or the crystal.

  This  can  be  done  by  varying  the  compositions  of  different  materials  which  are 

being  used  in  the  fabrication.  Also,  utmost  care  must  be  taken  while  fabricating  the
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crystal to minimize the faulty bonding and also the losses inside the crystal. By changing 

the compositions of the crystal the structural properties of the crystal would change 

giving a higher bonding strength between the atoms, thereby increasing the strength of 

the piezoelectric material or the crystal. 

4.4 Crystal Growth 

  

     

 

    

 

    

   

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

In a solid state crystal, the atoms, molecules, or ions are arranged systematically

along  the   three  dimensions. The  crystal  growth is  a  crucial  phase  in crystallization 

process,  in  crystalline Bravais  lattice  new atoms, ions,  or  polymer strings  are  arranged.

The  growth  is  a  homogeneous  or  heterogeneous nucleation,  at  times  the  seed  crystal  is

deliberately  added  to  hasten  the  growth.  The  growth  develops  a  crystalline  solid,  with 

closely packed atoms or molecules arranged in fixed point in space. Kim [30]

The crystalline matter is distinguished through its structural rigidity and resistance

to deformation (change  of  shape  or  volume).The  crystalline  solids are found  to  possess 

high  values  of  Young's  modulus and  shear  modulus of elasticity.  This  is  in  contrast  to

liquids  and  fluids,  were  low  shear  modulus  is  found  and  display  the  ability  for 

macroscopic viscous flow. The molten state is cooled or solidified to form the crystalline

solids. An irregular change in volume at the melting point is noticed in first-order phase 

transitions by Ehrenfest. Here, the crystal and melt are distinct periods with an interfacial

discontinuity  having  a surface  of  tension with  a  positive surface  energy.  The  crystal  are 

melt  at  separate  periods  with  an  interfacial  discontinuity,  surface  tension  and  a

positive surface  energy. By  positive  surface  of  tension,  the  meta-stable parent  phase  is 

stabilized  with  respect  to  daughter  phase  nucleation of  small  embryos  or  droplets.  Such

first-order transitions should rely on interfacial region, when parent phase structures and 

properties differ intermittently.

Two divergent stages are used in the process of nucleation and growth. Initially a

small nucleus of the new shaping crystal is build in the first stage of nucleation. Initially 

the  nucleation  process  works  slowly  as  the  all  crystals  have  to  connect  in  the  right

orientation  to  form  the  desired  crystal. After  crystal  nucleation, The  second  stage  starts 

after  the  result  of  crystal  nucleation.  The  crystal  growth  starts  spreading  from  the
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nucleation  place.  This  stage  moves  more  rapidly,  the  elements  add  to  the  design  of  the

emerging  crystal  in  a  prearranged  fashion  to  form  the crystal  lattice,  started  in  crystal 

nucleation. The  perfect  crystals  usually  take  a  lot  of  time  in  growing  as  identified  by

Frank. The real crystals develop reasonably quick as they have minor defects this offers 

the essential growth spots, as a result provide the vital catalyst for structural alteration.  

4.5 Fabrication Methods 

                  The piezoelectric crystal is fabricate with using  following any one of the 

existing methods. The most widely used methods are 

 FLUX method and 

   BRIDGMAN method

4.5.1 Flux Method 

The flux method uses the dissolve solvent (flux) of the desired substance for 

crystal growth. The flux method is particularly appropriate for crystals that need to be 

free of thermal pull and this takes place in a container of non-reactive metal such 

as platinum, tantalum, niobium or other non-reactive elements.  

The further well-known crucible materials comprise oxides, for 

example alumina, zirconia, and boron nitride. The crucibles are commonly preserved in 

empty quartz structures, the reaction go through restricted atmosphere furnaces.  

 The saturated solutions are equipped by placing the elements of the preferred 

crystal and flux with a temperature a little above the saturation temperature to form a 

complete solution. The crucibles are cooled to solidify into the desired crystal. The 

nucleation generally takes place in the crucible’s cooler section. The crystals grown by 

this method exhibit natural characteristics and doesn’t need any kind of polish can be 

used in conducting optical experiments. The drawback of this flux method is it generally 

produces small crystals. However, "115" heavy fermions superconductor (CeXIn5, 

X=Co, Ir, Rh) shall develop to a few centimeters. The growth is observed by unprompted 

nucleation or by seed growth. 
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4.5.2 Bridgman Method 

In this method initially we need to heat a polycrystalline material beyond the 

melting point of the material, then cool slowly from one side of the container to the 

location of the seed crystal. A single crystal with the identical crystallographic orientation 

of the seed material is grown for the seed, which is gradually produced alongside of the 

container. The growth pattern shall take place in a parallel or perpendicular pattern. The 

Czochralski process is highly complex in the widely accepted Bridgman method and this 

is used to produce some semiconductor crystals for Ex. Gallium arsenide.  

The difference between the Bridgman technique and Stockbarger technique is 

subtle: In Bridgman technique the temperature gradient is available and the Stockbarger 

technique needs the vessel to pass through a temperature gradient to develop the 

preferred single crystal. By differing from the above technique we tend to produce 

polycrystalline uneven lumps from the melted and coagulated material. The resulting 

microstructure lumps are distinguished solidified metals and alloys by the allied particles. 

 

Fig. 4.3 Bridgman Method 

4.5.3 Chemicals Compositions 

As the name of our Piezoelectric crystal PMN-PT suggests we use the following 

chemicals in various forms. 

1. Lead 
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2. Magnesium 

3. Niobium 

4. Titanate 

The forms in which we are going to use these chemicals are as follows : 

1) Lead monoxide (99%),  

2) Lead dioxide (95%), 

3) Niobium pentoxide (99%),  

4) Titanium dioxide (99%), 

5) Diboron Trioxide (98%), 

6) Magnesium oxide Light,  

7) Sodium carbonate,  

8) Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate and  

9) Barium Titanate   

  

 

The above things using 99% and 98% pure compositions of some elements. This

is because if we use less pure compositions that that amount then that element is not pure 

and will not give the desired properties, which we require in pour piezoelectric crystals.

The  main  heavy  an  important  metals  used  here  are  Lead,  Magnesium,  Niobium, 

Titanium.  Each  element  has  their  own properties,  which would  help  in  building  the

properties of the crystal. They are: 

LEAD 

Lead has high dielectric properties, which help in lessening the dielectric losses thus 

helping in increasing the output electric voltage. 
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MAGNESIUM 

Magnesium has very less weight, which would help in increasing the structural strength 

of the material. 

NIOBIUM 

Niobium has high magnetic properties. This makes the crystal to become a super 

conductor. 

TITANIUM 

Titanium is the most important element contributing for the properties of our PIEZO 

crystal. Titanium has high strength; this increases the overall strength of the material 

thereby, reducing the brittle nature of the crystal. So, by changing the amount of 

compositions of each element in the overall crystal composition, we can change the 

structural and electrical properties of our crystal or piezoelectric material. 

4.5.4 Experimental Setup 

Based on our limitations we have chosen the FLUX method for the fabrication of 

our crystal. The elements required for our setup are: 

1. Muffle Furnace  

The first and foremost thing we require is a MUFFLE furnace 

 

Fig 4.4 Muffle Furnace on Which Experimentation Is Carried Out 
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 This is an electrical muffle furnace,it's use for heating our materials to the required

temperatures.  Fig 4.4  shows  a  digital  meter  where  we  can  observe  and  change  the 

temperatures. 

2. Crucible 

  The  crucible  is  used  to  produce  metal,  glass,  and  pigment,  the  crucible  is  a  vessel  to 

withstand  very  high  temperatures  and  used  in  modern  laboratory.The  crucibles  are  make

of  any  model,  but  that  should  endure  very  high  temperature,  which  is  used  to  melt 

different elements or modify the content. as shown in Fig. 4.5. 

.  

Fig 4.5 Silica Crucible  

3. Weighing Machine 

  The need of balance machine to weigh the amount of material to be mixed in  

the composition shown in Fig 4.6. 

           

Fig 4.6  (a) Electrical Weighing Machine. (b) Analogue Weighing Machine. 
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The above two weighing machines have been used for our purpose. One of them is a 

digital weighing machine which has a least count up to 0.001 grams and the other one is 

an analogue weighing machine which has a least count of 1 gram. 

4. Chemical Elements 

  

  All the chemical compositions of the elements which have been discussed above are 

placed in the crucible and then the fabrication process starts. Kania [36]

Table 4.1  Selected (1-x) PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3–xPbTiO3, crystal growth circumstances and 

result. 

S.NO. 
X in 

crystals 

composition(g) Temperature 

range(
o
c) 

Cooling 

Process 

Color 

1 0.28 

PbO:194, Pb3O4:50,  

B2O3:2.9, MgO:1.063, 

Nb2O5:9.348, 

TiO2:4.215 

1080-910 Normalizing 

Green 

Transparent 

 

2 0.28 

PbO:194, Pb3O4:50,  

B2O3:2.9, MgO:1.063, 

Nb2O5:9.348, 

TiO2:4.215 

1080-910 Quenching 

Light green 

(opaque) 

 

3 0.28 

PbO:194, Pb3O4:50,  

B2O3:2.9, MgO:1.063, 

Nb2O5:9.348, 

TiO2:4.215 

1080-910 Annealing 

Brown 

 

4 0.32 

PbO:174, Pb3O4:45,  

B2O3:2.61, MgO:0.88, 

Nb2O5:7.740, 

TiO2:4.096 

1080-905 Normalizing 

Yellow 

Transparent 

 

5 0.32 

PbO:174, Pb3O4:45,  

B2O3:2.61, MgO:0.88, 

Nb2O5:7.740, 

1080-905 Quenching 

 

Yellow 

(opaque) 
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TiO2:4.096  

6 0.32 

PbO:174, Pb3O4:45,  

B2O3:2.61, MgO:0.88, 

Nb2O5:7.740, 

TiO2:4.096 

1080-905 Annealing 

 

Light Yellow 

Transparent 

 

 

 

4.5.5 Experimental Procedure 

 We mixed the starting composition (as shown in Table4.1) and placed it in the 

crucible (shown Fig 4.7). 

 Fig 4.7  PMN-PT Mixture in Silica Crucible 

 The crucible is closed by a lid and is heat up initially to infuse temperature Ts 

at which, for the duration of 3 h, the closure took place.  

 

Fig 4.8  Crucible containing all the elements placed inside the furnace 
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 Subsequently, furnace is rapidly cool to temperature T1 and next gently cool 

to temperature T2 at a cooling pace of 0.7 to 1.51°C/h.  

  

Fig 4.9 Crucible at 900°c  

 

 The additional solution is detached through drain, at this temperature. The 

crucible with grown crystals is cooled to room temperature.  

 

Fig 4.10  Process of decanting and cooling at room temperature. 

 

 The temperature at the initiation of crystallization process cannot be 

identified.  

 By immersing in a warm  acetic acid solution the remnants of solvent are 

removed and thus crystals get separated from the crucible. 
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Fig 4.11 slurry and the crystal inside the crucible  

 

 The soak temperature and the other temperature T1 and T2 are based upon the 

crystal compositions we change. 

 The cooling rate applied when bringing the temperature from T1 to T2 also 

depends upon the various percentages of the materials involved in the 

compositions. 

 The values of T1 and T2 for 0.32% crystal are 1080°C and 910°C with a 

cooling rate of 0.8°C/h, whereas the temperatures stand as 1080°C to 905°C 

for 0.28% crystals with a cooling rate of 0.9°C/h. 

 The crystals developed by flux method present natural qualities, hence doesn’t 

require polishing and are straight away used in optical experiments. 

4.5.6 Finishing 

 The above figures explain how each step in the flux method has been 

performed and finally the crystal has been obtained. 

 As shown in the figure the crystal is separated from the crucible by etching 

with acetic acid. 
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Fig 4.12 crystal is separating from the crucible 

 The crystal obtained is then grinded and polished. 

   

Fig 4.13 grinding papers, grinding machine and polished crystal. 

4.6 Structural Analysis 

4.6.1 Structure 

An exclusive planning of atoms or particles in a crystalline solid or liquid make a 

a crystal structure in crystallography and mineralogy. A crystal structure refers to the 

significant systematic arrangement, happening because of the underlying character of 

particles to shape symmetry outlines. A crystal structure is supposed off as a substantial 

restating collection of 3D boxes are unit-cells. Asymmetric unit is the unit cell designed 

for the plain probable sign of particles.  The asymmetric units are changed over towards 

unit cell and made out with proportional function to create a crystal lattice is constructed 

over and done with recurrence of the unit cell substantially in 3-D.  The lattice parameters 
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is the distance from the border points of unit cell and the angle amid them. The distances 

of the boundaries of the edges of a unit cell and the angles between them are called 

the lattice parameters The crystal’s symmetric properties are in material form in its space 

group. A crystal's formation and proportional function donate in significant several 

material attributes, for example cleavage, electronic band structure, and optical 

transparency.  

The crystal structure of a substance (atom alignment inside a crystal) is specified in the 

provision of its unit cell. A unit cell is a little pack Holding more than one atoms arranged 

in 3-dimensions as shown in Fig. 4.14. The unit cells arranged in 3-D space refer to mass 

alignment of atoms in a crystal. A unit cell is indicated in provision of lattice parameters, 

these are lengths of the cell limits (a, b and c) & angles among them (alpha(α), beta(ß) 

and gamma(γ)), whereas the locations of atoms within the unit cell is designated by a set 

of atomic arrangement (xi, yi, zi) calculated from a lattice point. Generally, atomic place is 

characterized in provision to small organizes, proportional to the unit cell distances. 

Simple cubic (P) 

     

 Body centred cubic (I) 
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 Face centred cubic (F) 

      

Fig 4.14 (a) Crystal Structures 

The atomic point inside the unit cell is computed concluding the relevance of 

symmetric function to the asymmetric unit. An asymmetric unit denotes the least 

probable activity of space inside the unit cell. This certainly doesn’t advocate that an 

asymmetric unit shall always rest inside the borders of the unit cell. Symmetric 

conversions of atom location is planned for the crystal structure’s space group, and 

generally these black box operations are executed through computer programs. Further, 

physical estimation of atom location in the unit cell is attained from an asymmetric unit, 

concluding the function of symmetric operator labeled inside 'International Tables for 

Crystallography. 

4.6.2 Classification 

The most significant feature of crystal is the characteristic symmetry, through 

which it signify that during some specific function the crystal shall stay unaffected. All 

crystals exhibit 3 trends in translational symmetry, though a few possess further 

symmetry components. For instance, by revolving crystal in 180° on a definite axis might 

result in atomic shape which is matched with its unique shape. A crystal was at that time 

believed to comprise double rotating symmetry concerning the axis. Apart from this 

rotational evenness, a crystal shall exhibit evenness in the shape of mirror planes 

and translational evenness, the compound symmetry, is a combination of translational 

and rotational symmetry. By identifying the integral symmetry of a crystal the full 

categorization of the crystal is complete. 
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4.6.3 Lattice systems 

  

    

  These lattice  system is  a  group  of  crystal  structure  bestowed  to  axial  method 

utilized for labels the lattice. The lattice system consist of a group of 3 axis (x, y, z) in an

appropriate  geometrical  fashion.  Here  are  7  lattice  systems,  which  are  identical  but  not 

exactly similar as the 7 crystal systems & 6 crystal families. Ko [31].  

 

The Seven lattice systems  

 
The Fourteen  Brava is Lattices 

1. Triclinic 

(none) 

 

   

2. Monoclinic 

(1 diad) 

simple base-centred 

  

 

 

  

3. Orthorhombic 

(3 perpendicular diads) 

simple base-centered 
body-

centered 

face-

centered 
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4. Rhombohedral 

(1 triad) 

 

   

5. Tetragonal 

(1 tetrad) 

simple 
body-

centered   

 

 

  

6. Hexagonal 

(1 hexad) 

 

   

7. Cubic 

(4 triads) 

simple (SC) 
body-

centered (bcc) 

face-

centered (fcc)  

 

 
 

 

Fig 4.14(b)  Crystal Systems 

4.6.4 X-ray Crystallography 

The X-ray crystallography is utilized to define the atomic & particle structure, 

wherein the crystalline element grounds  X-ray beam to disperse in various directions. A 

crystallographer  can take the 3D picture of the electrons inside a crystal, by analyzing 

the angles and quantity of the deflected beam. The misalignment and a variety of data can 

be generated by analyzing the electron density, location of atoms, and the chemical 

bonds. The X-ray crystallography is indispensable in the advancement of several 

materials that form crystals, for example, salts, metals, semiconductors, in addition to 

different inorganic, organic and biological molecules. This method is used to estimate 
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atomic size, their lengths & kinds of chemical bonds, the atomic-scale differentiation 

amongst different resources, particularly minerals and alloys. Ref.[63]. 

This technique has exposed the arrangement thus helping us in understanding the 

function of many natural molecules, as well as vitamins, drugs, proteins and nucleic 

acids. X-ray crystallography is the primary way used for demonstrating the atomic 

structure of new materials and in sensitive materials that look alike by other experiment. 

The X-ray crystal structures provide the foundation for scheming medications beside 

disease. It can as well explain for strange electronic or elastic property of a specific 

material and can explain about chemical relations and process. 

Constructing a diffraction model of frequently distributed spots recognized 

as reflections in an X-ray diffraction dimension, when a crystal is set on a goniometer and 

slowly circumvalve while X-rays pass on it. By means of the mathematical means 

of Fourier transforms, the two-dimensional pictures taken at poles, remote rotations alter 

into a three-dimensional representation of the mass of electrons within the crystal, united 

by means of chemical information identified for the sample.  

If the crystals are very small or not similar in their enclosed structure, then poor 

resolution or faults may occur. X-ray crystallography is associated with various 

techniques for defining atomic structures.  The related diffraction pattern may be made by 

spreading electrons or neutrons, that are similarly occupied to entail like a Fourier 

transform. If single crystals of enough size cannot be achieved, various other X-ray 

techniques such as fiber diffraction, powder diffraction and Small-Angle X-ray 

Scattering (SAXS) are enforced to attain less detailed data, if solo crystals of sufficient 

size cannot be attained. The techniques of electron crystallography can be utilized in 

concluding the atomic structure if the material in scrutiny is just obtainable in the type 

of nano crystalline powders or aches from low crystallinity. The scattering is expandable 

for above mentioned X-ray diffraction techniques, the scattered X-rays contain the 

similar wave length as the expected X-ray. Inelastic X-ray scattering techniques are 

helpful in learning stimulation of the example, convincingly than the allocation of its 

atoms. 
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X-ray crystallography lead to an enhanced admiration of chemical bonds and non-

covalent associations. The early learnings discovered the characteristic radii of atoms, 

with various hypothetical types of chemical bonding, like tetrahedral bonding of carbon 

found in diamond, the octahedral bonding of metals found in ammonium 

hexachloroplatinate and the resonance found in the planar carbonate group and in 

aromatic molecules. In 1928Kathleen Lonsdale recognized arrangement of hexamethyl 

benzene, which has created the benzene hexagon proportion and demonstrated an 

apparent distinction between link distance of aliphatic C–C bonds and link distance of 

aromatic C–C bonds. The verdict directed thought of reverberation among chemical 

bonds, made a deep impact on the growth of chemistry.  In 1921 William Henry Bragg 

predicted suppositions of  Kathleen Lonsdale and brought out 

naphthalene and anthracene representations dependent on different molecules, which was 

an initial phase of molecular restoration.  

In 1920s,instructions were established by Victor Moritz Goldschmidt and Linus 

Pauling for removing uncertain chemical configurations and for defining the comparative 

dimensions of atoms. In 1928, above guidelines gave a thought of comparative constancy 

of rutile, Brookite and anatase types of titanium dioxide and managed to the 

configuration of  Brookite. Unusual kinds of connecting in inorganic chemistry were 

uncovered by the administration of  X-ray crystallographic understandings, for example 

metal-metal dual connections, metal-metal increase fourfold connections, and three-

center, two-electron connections. Proof of the partially covalent nature of hydrogen links 

was presented by testing of in extensible component scattering or X-Ray 

Crystallography.  In the field of organometallic chemistry, The X-ray constitution 

of ferrocene originated systematic reports  of packed composites, where as Zeise's 

salt brilliant exploration into "back bonding" and metal-pi developments, in the area of 

organometallic chemistry.The main beliefs of guest-host chemistry and the configurations 

of the peak of the atmosphere are explained by the X-ray crystallography,which 

contained an innovative part in the improvement of supramolecular chemistry. By means 

of solo-crystal procedures, several difficult inorganic and organo-metallic methods were 

scrutinized in material sciences, for example fullerenes, metalloporphyrins, and further 
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complex combinations. By means of solo-crystal procedures, several 

difficult inorganic and organo-metallic methods were scrutinized in material sciences, for 

example fullerenes, metalloporphyrins, and further complex combinations. 

On account of current difficulties using polymorphs,the solo crystal diffraction is 

utilized in the pharmaceutical corporation. The crystal's dimension and reliability are the 

main issues disturbing the feature of solo-crystal configurations.  

To develop above factors in trivial-molecule crystals, Recrystallization is normal 

used practice. The majority of the structures found in the cambridge structural database 

(over 500,000 structures) were established by X-ray diffraction. Rosalind 

Franklin established the double-helix structure of DNA by using different kinds of 

flexible X-ray scattering such as powder deflection, SAXS and numerous kinds of X-

ray fiber deflection. Solo-crystal X-ray diffraction needs sufficient big and ordered 

crystal which proposes extra structural data than those of other methods but is not at all 

times obtainable. 

Above diffusion techniques are controlled to a particular wavelength by means of 

trivial aberrations, are mostly used in unicolor X-rays. Laue method uses full spectrum of 

X-ray (i.e., combination of X-rays by poles apart wavelength) can likewise be employed 

to perform X-ray diffraction. This technique is employed in the initial detection of X-ray 

diffraction.  Laue scattering is used in important analyses of speedy measures (interval 

determined crystallography) because it offers structural statistics by means of little 

disclosure to the X-ray beam.It is not equally matched as unicolor scattering for defining 

entire atomic organization of a crystal and with reasonably humble atomic preparations it 

functions well with crystals. X-rays dispersed towards the back from a full spectrum 

starting place is recorded by the Laue back reflection mode. The model is valuable if well 

concentrated X-rays used to transfer concluded it. The deflecting flat surfaces in the 

crystal are concluded by identifying that the common to the deflecting flat surface meets 

the point of view in the middle of the incident ray and the diffracted beam. Laue 

photograph of the rear reflection is inferred by using a Greninger chart. 
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Fig 4.15 XRD unit 

4.6.5 Analysis 

We did the structural analysis on PMN-PT(X=0.32) under X-ray Diffraction unit 

in Atomic Minerals Directorate (AMD), Hyderabad. 

The results were as follows 

Structural Analysis of X-ray diffraction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.16(i). The (1-x)PMN–xPT single crystals X-ray diffraction patterns. 
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Fig 4.17 shows the normal room temperature X-ray deflection arrangements of chose (1- 

x) PMN-xPT solo crystals. It indicates that gained crystal be made up of perovskite stage

only. According to Bragg theory, the Bragg’s replications look like with the rise in the Ti 

focus  in  normalizing  process  specifies  the  alterations  of  equilibrium  of  pseudo-cubic

(0.72PMN-0.28PT)  to  in  annealing  process  obtained  rhombohedral  then  in  quenching 

process  obtained  amorphous  structure. Similarly  the  Bragg’s  replications  look like  with

the  rise  in  the  Ti  focuss  pecifies  the  alterations  of  symmetry (0.68PMN-0.32PT)  to  in 

normalizing  process  obtained  tetragonal  and  finally  in  quenching  process  obtained

amorphous  structure. The  symmetry  and  lattice  parameters  of  the  (1-x)PMN–xPT solo 

crystals are  placed in Table 4.2. Fig. exposed the attentiveness necessities of the lattice 

parameters.  Our  structural  outcomes  are  like  to  those  offered  in  previous  works.

Ref.[16,17]. They also specify the presence of the monoclinic symmetry in the area of the 

morphotropic phase boundary. Weiberg[70]. 

 

Fig.4.16(ii). The (1-x)PMN–xPT single crystals in function of the Ti concentration with 

different process. 

Table 4.2 The symmetry and lattice parameters of the (1-x)PMN–xPT single crystals 

compound Symmetry Lattice parameter 

0.72PMN-0.28PT (N) Cubic a = 4.035A
o
 

0.72PMN-0.28PT(A) Rhombohedral a =4.015A
o
 , α=89.85

o
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0.68PMN-0.32PT(A) Monoclinic 
a =4.030A

o
 , b =4.025A

o
 ,c =4.021 A

o
, 

ß =90.18
o
 

0.68PMN-0.32PT(N) Tetragonal a =3.87A
o
,c =4.058 A

o
 

0.68PMN-0.32PT(Q) amorphous 

0.72PMN-0.28PT(Q) amorphous 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy(SEM) Analysis 

  The microstructural development was characterized using SEM with an EDX analyzer. 

Fig.4.17(a,b,c,d ,e,& f)  show the SEM micro graphs of the PMN-PT. The submicron sized 

PMN-PT with narrow size sharing is clear from the micro graphs. From the observation of 

micrographs fineness of these particles contributes for greater reactivity in solid solution 

reactions (0.68PMN-0.32PT) in the annealing process shown in Fig.4.17(f). The sintered 

ceramic grain sizes were directly estimated from SEM graphs. Ref.[71]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 0.72PMN-0.28PT(Q) (b) 0.72PMN-0.28PT(N)         (c) 0.72PMN-0.28PT(A)  

 

  

 

 

 

(d) 0.68PMN-0.32PT(Q)    (e) 0.68PMN-0.32PT(N)      (f) 0.68PMN-0.32PT(A)   

Fig. 4.17 (a,b,c,d,e,&f).  SEM micrographs of the PMN-PT. 

 Thus, it was determined that the crystal formed was having a monoclinic structure by. 
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 Because the crystal has a monoclinic structure, it has only a single mirror plane which 

in turn reduces the loss of electric voltage. 

Fig.4.18. XRD report for PMN-PT(X=0.32 annealing). 

4.7 Dielectric Analysis 

4.7.1 Dielectric property  

According to physical science, the Dielectric property consist following significances: 

 It’s an isolating material. Under the maximum electric field that untainted material 

can sustain under perfect situations without breaking down . 

 The slightest functionally electric field (i.e., between the electrodes having  space due 

to that applied voltage divided) that ensues in the interruption, for a particular 

structure of dielectric material and electrodes. 

Hypothetical dielectric capacity of a material is a very important property of the 

many materials, especially piezoelectric materials. It’s purely dependen on the fabrication 

process of the material or applied to polarization in a particular direction. Critical 

dielectric capacity is obtained under perfect test center settings using pure materials. 

Electric potential releases certain electrons at the breakdown. If the function electric 

potential is suitably great, due to radiation in the material free electrons may become 

speeded up to velocities. Those free electrons are collisions with neutral atoms or 

molecules due to this release some additional electrons. Interruption occurs somewhat 

shortly (approximately in nanoseconds), due to this the establishes of an electrically 

conductive lane and also some electrons are discharged through the material. An 
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interruption in  the flow  of  current was rigorously reduces,  or  even ends  of  flow,  it is 

protecting ability for solid materials. Ref.[37]. 

Affecting Factors of seeming dielectric capacity: 

 Small amount of dielectric capacity rises with improved model thickness. 

 dielectric capacity reduces to improved working temperature. 

 dielectric capacity diminishes with improved frequency. 

 In the air. slightly rises dielectric capacity with respect to humidity rises in air. 

dielectric material  means, Polarization is done by an applied electric field on an 

electrical insulator . when a dielectric is hired in an electric field,  electrons  do not run 

through the solid as they do in a conductor, but just a slight shift from their average 

equilibrium positions affecting Dielectric Polarization. Unrestricted electrons (Positive 

charges) are stirred toward the field and restricted electrons (negative charges) transfer in 

the reverse direction because of dielectric polarization. It makes an interior, rechargeable 

field that brings down the whole field surrounded by the dielectric himself. If weakly 

bonded particles are composed by a dielectric, those particles aren’t just turning into 

polarized, but particles are re-orient to the field. 

This dielectric properties communicate to the stowage and scattered of magnetic 

energy and electricity in materials. It’s significant differentexplainto occurrences 

in optics, solid-state physics, and electronics. 

4.7.2 Permittivity and Capacitance 

 The relative permittivity of a material conferring to certain situations reflects the 

extent to which it concentrations electrostatic lines of flux. In technical terms, it is the 

proportion of the amount of electrical energy stored in a material by an applied 

voltage, proportional to that stored in a vacuum (see: vacuum permittivity).  
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4.7.3 Dielectric Constant 

 

      

     

       

  

  

  

  

  The dielectric constant quantity is known as the relative permittivity. It is the best 

method to calculate paddings such as plastics, rubber, & powders. It’s castoff to describe

the capacity of storing electrical energy in an insulator. The multifaceted dielectric value 

comprises  of  a actual portion (k’), it’s signifying an ability of  storage and  a  fictional

portion (D), it’s   signifies the  loss. Compared  to  chemical  or  physical  inspection 

techniques,  than  the Dielectric  constant quantities can  be skilled easier  and  quicker,

creating them an exceptional solid investigation tool. Ref.[38].The dielectric constant of 

the actual  portion is equal  to the ratio  of capacitance  of  the dielectric material  to  the

capacitance of air, or 𝑘′ =
𝐶𝑥

𝐶𝑜
.Where, 

𝐶𝑥 = dielectric material capacitance and  

𝐶𝑜 = without material, or vacuum capacitance.  

   

   

 

    

    

  The 𝑘′ value=1.00053 of  dry  air  is Ref.[39], and  also 𝑘′ value  =1 of  a  vacuum. 

Ref.[46], Hence, the  lower  dielectric  constant material  is  to  be  castoff  for isolating

purposes only, it will be improved to accept a lower dielectric value, or equally close to 

air.  To  the  contrasting,  if  a  material  is  dropped  off for  stowing  of  electrical  charge,  the

greater the  dielectric value is enhanced. compared  to  dielectric  material  is  present  than 

the dielectric is not present (air) More charge is stowed. The dielectric solid progresses

the  plate  capacitor  storage  capacity.  Thus,  the  dielectric value  would  be larger  than  one 

for any solid or liquid. 

4.7.4 Measurement 

One of the foremost tasks encountered when creating these quantities is the fitting 

together of the material to the measuring device (an LCR Meter). It requires different 

holding setup is generally essential liable for the type of material. That specimen can be 

packed down into a test setup or supports at a particular thickness using copier toner, 

PVC compounds, and other powders. This kind of setup can be easier to measure in a 

dielectric cell. In other words, a dielectric cell is a  test setup. It consist of 2 flexible discs 
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for handling  of the specimen. So it is fixed in the calculation of its electrical properties. 

LD-3 is usually common part of the test setup for fixing different  solid materials, it 

consists of hydraulic tight, three terminal joining cells with help of precision micrometer 

it can be adjustable by electrode spacing. When the specimen measured by an automatic 

LCR meter, the capacitance (C) and loss (D) values can be obtained directly, & also gives 

fair solutions. 

In the modest types of this device the factual measurements of these magnitudes 

are not evaluated, but it displays the equivalent capacitance or inductance value by 

converting to internally measured the impedance. Further new generation LCR meters are 

to measure accurate inductance or capacitance. Normally under test device (UTD) is 

exposed to an Alternative Current (AC) potential source. 

Through the UTD process the voltage across and the current by the LCR meter. 

Due to this it can conclude the LCR meter can assess the scale of the impedance. New 

generation devices are used to calculate the phase angle between the passing of electrons 

(current) and the potential source (voltage). Under Test Device (UTD)  can be evaluated 

and presented by the meter in the combination of the impedance, the equivalent 

capacitance or inductance, and resistance. For these two elements, the meter essentially 

takes up either a series or a parallel model. The most advantageous guess, and the one 

generallyaccepted, is that LR values have the components in series. This LR will be come 

across in an inductor coil. CR values hold the components in parallel. This CR will be 

chanced upon in determining a capacitor with an unsecured dielectric. The LCR meter 

can also be applied to assess the inductance variation when the propeller position in 

stable magnet. 

Top end portable LCR meters usually have suitable test rate of recurrence of 

100 Hz, 120 Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz, and 100kHz. According to variable test frequency, the 

display resolution and amount range capability will be typical. 

Selectable test frequencies for bench-top LCR meters typically have more than 

100 kHz. On the AC measuring signal, they regularly comprise options to place over a 

DC voltage or current. Although advanced end devices can source them internally, 
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traditional meters  propose  the probability of  an external source of these  Direct Current

(DC)  or voltages. Additionally,  bench-top meters permit to the  exercise  of different 

holding devices to govern the SMD devices, & transformers. 

  Existing methods are measuring of  dielectric  constant  and  dielectric  loss 

according  to  the  International  Electro  technical  Commission  (IEC)  and  the  American

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards. These methods are authored for use 

by the  public exceptionally  experienced  in  testing  electrical  insulation is  there  or not.

Contacting Electrode technique is very fast and simple, it requires the small calculations, 

due to this some defeat in precision. If the sample were sensibly flat, thick and uniform,

the outcomes would usually be within 10%. R  

H 

G 

L 

h = h m 

H 
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h m 

 

                              Specimen                           Air 

4.19 Schematic diagram for LCR 

 

Fig 4.20 QuadTech 7600 Precision LCR Meter shown with Dielectric Products LD-3 Cell 
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4.7.5 Analysis 

The analysis was carried out on three crystals with varying compositions. 

Table 4.3 Dielectric strength for different compositions. 

Crystal 

composition(x) 

Capacitance (PF) Dielectric 

constant 

0.32 77729.55 8783 

0.28 66074.89 7466 

1 27691.68 3129 

 

4.8 Vibration Analysis 

4.8.1 Vibrations 

An oscillation happens about an equilibrium point due to un-balanced forces is 

called vibration. The swingings may be periodic such as the SHM or random such as the 

vehicle rides on a pebble road. Sometimes These vibrations are "necessary". This desired 

vibration is very important for the accurate working of the various applications, for 

example the motion of sieve shakers, the music instruments or harmonica, & speakers. 

Some vibrations have been unwanted. It is wasting the desired energy and 

creating annoying noise. For example, all moving parts (rotating or translating parts in 

machines) like engines, electric motors, or any device in working condition, it produces 

unwanted vibration due to unbalance of supports or unbalanced forces. It means owing to 

roughness in the rotating parts, the meshing of gear teeth, etc., generates unwanted 

vibrations. In design aspect, design engineer should be reducing carefully the unwanted 

vibrations. The Sound waves or pressure waves are created by vibrating structures. These 

sound waves can also feel comfort with the vibration of structures such as the ear drum. 

Hence, when annoying to reduce the noise wave length of sound is increases due to that 

ended again a trouble in attempting to cut down vibration(unable to hear). 
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The governing analysis of  vibration can  be  approved  by studying  the

simple damper model using spring mass. In the application of an automobile body can be 

modeled  as  a  synopsis of  simple spring mass damper  models.  This  model  (spring mass

damper model) is works like a simple harmonic oscillator. The mathematical relations are 

used to label, it behaviour is satisfied with other SH oscillators such as the RLC circuit.

  Vibration  testing  is  capable  of  giving  a  compelling job into  an arrangement, 

commonly with some type of vibrator. A device under test is associated with the base of a

vibrator. Testing vibration is accomplished in a specified vibration environment to check 

the  response  of  an under  test device (UTD).  The fatigue  life,  resonant  frequencies  and

rattle  sound  may  be  caused  by variable  frequency. Normally,  one  or more  directional 

points located on  the UTD.  Where  acceleration  is indicated  by  side  of  a  fixture.

Resonance level  or anti-resonance level  is  felt  by  other frequency points. When  the 

system  is often  desired  to  attain  anti-resonance due  to  this,  it prevents a  system  from

attractive too noisy.

  Sinusoidal  and  Random  are  the  most  usual  vibration types  of testing facilities 

organized through standard vibration  test equipment. One kind  of frequency tests at  a

time is completed to test the construction frequency of the under test device (UTD). At a 

time different frequencies  test  is done to  more hardly repeat  a  real application,  such  as

vibrations  on moving vehicles  on  roads. In  all applications vibration  happens  in  many 

axes instantaneously, major applications are vibration testing has shown in a 'single UTD

axis' at a time. MIL-STD-810G, released in late 2008, 527 Test Method. Uses for various 

vibrator testing. The Test Setup of Vibration is should be planned for the response limits 

of the vibration test spectrum. This is used to attach with the UTD to the vibrator base.

The designer focuses on a fixture design for smaller fixtures and lower frequency ranges 

which test frequency range is free of resonances. Under test response gets larger and also

the test response increases, this situation was uncontrollable.  In some cases to moderate 

some  of  the high  response that  may  be  existing  in  the  future.  Vibroscopes  are  devices

specifically designed to track or record vibration Ref.[40]. 
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4.8.2 Experimental Setup for Vibration test

  In literature, we studied the vibration types and their effects. The two types are as 

follows:

Free  vibration takes place when  a  system  is vibrate  causing  of initial  input  and  then

allowed  to  freely vibrate.  Free  vibration  example: motion  of  a  pendulum(SHM).  This 

system consists of "natural frequency" and softens down to zero.

Forced  vibration takes  place  when  a  system is  vibrate  causing  of periodic loads.  This

variable  load can  be  a  harmonic  or  a  non-harmonic disturbance. Forced  vibration 

examples: washing machine due to an imbalance supports are imbalance forces, vehicles

(caused by engine, spring supports, uneven road, etc.) e.t.c. Forced vibration arrangement 

Shown in Fig. 4.21.  

 

                  PMN-PT Material                                         amplitude     Speed   

Fig 4.21 Experimental Setup for Vibration Analysis. 

4.8.3 Measurement Procedure 

 Support one end of the cantilever beam in the slot of fixed plate and clamp it by 

means of knob.  

 The spring is attach the free end of the beam. 

 That spring is attached such that the beam is in horizontal position by screwing 

the knob. 

 Weigh the exciter assembly along with a discs bearing & flexible shaft. 
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 Clamp the exciter assembly at any convenient position in the cantilever beam. 

 Switch on the rotor. 

 Change the required speed by operating the speed controller. 

 Toggle switch to be in the top position (forced vibrations). 

 Allow system to freely vibrate under the set speed. 

 Neglect the initial reading because due to some sensitive vibrations. 

 Observe the digital meter and note down the amplitude and frequency. 

 Repeat the experiment for varying speed and note down the reading. 

4.8.4 Observations 

Table 4.4 Readings of frequency and amplitude 

Frequency(Hz) Amplitude(mm) Voltage (x200mv) Rpm 

3 10 0.1 196 

4 16.6 0.7 250 

6 18 0.8 361 

8 24 0.9 420 

 Table4.4 gives us the values of voltage generated in milli volts under the specific 

set DC motor speed and amplitudes 

 These observations showed that the crystal was sustaining to even at 24mm of 

amplitude providing a voltage at 420 rpm of DC motor. 

4.9 Results and Discussion 

Fabrication 

 First and foremost to fabricated PMN -PT crystals of various compositions using 

the FLUX  method in a muffle furnace.  

 Figures 4.4 to 4.13 shows the pictures of step by step process done for fabricating 

the crystal from mixing the materials to process of etching the crystal 
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 Structural, Dielectric and vibration analysis have been carried out on these 

crystals.  

 The results have been discussed and evaluated with respect to the available 

values. 

Structural analysis 

 Structural analysis on the crystal on XRD unit showed that the crystal was having 

a MONOCLINIC structure which is an improvement over the rhombohedral 

structures previously due to the single mirror plane. 

 The report with the XRAY diffraction patterns shows the intensities at different 

angles which suggest the structure was CRYSTALLINE. 

 The vectors a, b and C values from the Table4.2 show clearly that they are 

unequal. Also the angle β for the ortho axis was 90.18°. 

 From these values it was determined that the crystal was having a MONOCLINIC 

Structure. 

Dielectric analysis 

 From Table4.3 the values of Di-electric constant for the three different crystals 

have been determined from the capacitance values. 

 These values were similar to that of the theoretical values Ref. [71] for each of the 

0.32% composition, 0.28% composition and PT Crystals. 

 After comparing it has been determined that the crystal having 0.32% 

composition was having similar dielectric constant. 

Vibration analysis 

 From Table4.4 we can infer the results done for vibration analysis on the spring 

mass damper setup. 

 Voltage was generated was about 180milli volts at a deflection of 24mm at a 

speed of 420RPM and at a frequency of 8MHz, 
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 Results  from  the  past Ref.[37].showed  that  the  piezoelectric  crystal  failed  at 

22mm of deflections and at 380 RPM of variable DC motor. 

4.10 Conclusion 

After a thorough study of these results from the structural analysis, vibration 

analysis and the dielectric analysis we have concluded that the PMN-PT crystal having a 

composition of 0.32% of x has the best properties for wide applications where it can be 

used as sensing elements or as a voltage generator with 10% increase in the TITANIUM 

concentration. 

Reasons 

 The structure was MONOCLINIC which shows it has a single mirror plane 

thereby the voltage generation can be maximum 

 The dielectric constant was way higher than those other crystals which shows it’s 

high capacitive and electrical characteristics 

 The vibration analysis showed that this crystal was sensitive at very low speeds of 

the DC motor and frequencies and high speeds and frequencies as well, which 

shows it can be a good sensing element. 

The results have been compared to those, which are presently being existed and have 

been evaluated.  

Thus by increasing the TITANIUM composition in the present existing materials, we 

can derive that the crystals strength are increased widely to sustain the beyond the 

presentlimits.


